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Routing attacks and Security Protocols for
secure routing in different types of networks

Manas Gogoi, Pramod Kr. Singh, Kumar Prateek

Abstract—The unprecedented growth of the Internet over the last few years brings out faster increase in number of users and
networked systems resulting in more and more security flaws being discovered and exploited. The routing attacks are one of the major
concerns in different types of networks at present. We describe a variety of routing attacks based on the inherent vulnerabilities on a
few network types including MANET, Wireless Sensor network and Ethernet. However, as the dependence on the networking
infrastructure grows , its security becomes a major concern, in light of the increased attempt to compromise the infrastructure. In this
paper, we will survey a number of routing attacks for different networks, security issues, protocols and measures to solve those issues
in detail.
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1 INTRODUCTION

IN today’s era of 21st century, on account of unprece-
dented growth of Internet, there is huge increase in use of

new technologies which is based on Ethernet, MANET, and
Wireless Sensor Networks and is expected to increase as fast
as possible. As the desire of users increases for using new
technology based on these networks, it brings major threats,
attacks and security issues for them. A reliable network
must fulfill security goals and provide end-to-end protection
to user which is very difficult in MANET and in Wireless
Sensor Networks due to its nature. Increased attacks on
Ethernet also provides important research area for security.
In this paper we are going to study security vulnerabilities,
routing attacks and secure protocols individually, separately
for these three networks.

2 SECURITY GOALS

The goals to evaluate that if a network is secure or not are
as follows : Availability, Confidentiality, Integrity, Authenti-
cation, Non Repudiation, Anonymity and Authorization

3 ATTACKS

3.1 External Attacks
External threats come from outside intruders, i.e. non-
participants in the protocol, whose objective is the disrup-
tion of the normal operation of routing protocol by attacking
the operation model.

3.2 Internal Attacks
These are from a compromised node that are the part of
the network. Here malicious node from the network gains
unauthorized access and impersonates as a genuine node.

4 MANET
MANET is a infrastructure less type network, which consists
of number of mobile nodes with wireless network interfaces.
In Manet nodes can communicate with other nodes within
radio ranges. If a node could not have direct communication
then they can use intermediate node to communicate with

other nodes. Though each node in MANET will act as host
as well as router. MANET routing protocols are designed
based on assumption that all nodes cooperate without ma-
liciously disrupting the operation of the routing protocol.
AODV is a reactive MANET routing protocol that is vul-
nerable to collapse of network performance in presence of
blackhole attack.

4.1 MANET Vulnerabilities

4.1.1 Lack of centralized Management

It does not have centralized monitor server.the absence re-
sults in difficult to monitor the traffic in highly dynamic and
large scale ad-hoc network. Lack of centralized management
will impede trust management for nodes.

4.1.2 Resource Availability

It is major issue in MANET.

4.1.3 Scalability

Due to mobility of nodes ,scale of ad-hoc network keeps
on changing all the time. So it is a major issue concerning
security.

4.1.4 Cooperativeness

Routing algorithm in MANET usually assumes that nodes
are cooperative and non-malicious.as a result malicious
attacker can easily become an important routing agent and
disrupt network operation by disobeying the protocol spec-
ifications.

Dynamic topology, Limited power supply, Bandwidth
constraints and lack of predefined boundary are also major
vulnerabilities in MANET.

4.2 Routing attacks

Routing attacks can be done in two ways – by attacking on
protocol or by attacking on packet forwarding or delivery
mechanism
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4.2.1 Routing Attack on protocol

The main Aim is to block the propagation of routing infor-
mation at the Node.

4.2.1.1 Attack Using Modification:
In case of this attack, some of message in protocol field are
modified and then these message passed among the node
which results in traffic subversion.

4.2.1.2 Route Sequence Number Modification:
In this attack, which is mainly possible against AODV
protocol. the attacker used to modify the sequence number
in route request packet .

4.2.1.3 Hop Count Modification Attack:
In this type of attack, which is mainly possible against the
routing protocol AODV. Here attacker mostly change Hop
count Value which results in the cause of traffic attraction
and which is mainly used to include new route in order to
reset the value of Hop count Field to a lower value of RREQ
Packet.

4.2.1.4 Source Route Modification Attack:
In this type of attack,which is possible against DSR routing
Protocol where attacker modify source address and moves
traffic towards its own destination.

4.2.1.5 Impersonation Attack:
If authentication mechanism is not properly implemented
a malicious node can act as a genuine node and monitor
the network Traffic .It can also breach the confidentiality
of network. In this attack an attacker impersonates the
address of other user node in order to change the network
topology. The malicious node send back the RREP packet
information to source node that i am destination node by
RREP packet request. When the source node receives RREP
packet information ,it does not authenticate the node and
receive the route and send data to malicious node. This type
of attack is also called Routing Loop Attack which will result
in cause of loops within the network.

4.2.2 Routing Attack on Packet Forwarding or delivery
Mechanism

4.2.2.1 Attacks using Fabrication:
In this type of attacks, where an attacker as a malicious
node try to inject wrong messages or fake routing packets
in order to disrupt the routing process. It is very difficult to
detect in MANET. Source node wants to send data to D, so
first it will broadcast message and request for route towards
the destination node X. An attacker as a malicious node M
try to pretend and modify route and returns route reply to
the node. Furthermore an attacker nodes used to fabricate
RREP request and advertise a link break nodes in MANET
by using AODV or DSR routing protocols.

4.2.2.2 Wormhole Attack:
It is a severe type of attack. In this attack, attacker introduces
two malicious node in the network which is used to forward
packets via a private tunnel. Attacker receives packets at
one point in the network, tunnels them to another point in
the network, and replace them into the network from that
point. This tunnel between two colluding attacks is known
as wormhole.

4.2.2.3 Blackhole Attack:
- In this type of attack, node is used to advertise a zero
metric to all destinations, which cause all nodes around it to

route data packets towards it (malicious one). A malicious
node drops all packets that it receives instead of normally
forwarding those packets. The AODV protocol is vulnerable
to such kind of attack because of having network-centric
property, where each node of the network has to share their
routing tables among each other.

4.3 Solution to Avoid Attacks In MANET
4.3.1 Secure Multicast
Multicast is a way in which any user enters in Multicast
Group and even sends traffic to multicast user as well
as receive traffic also which is reason to fall in DoS. 1.
Architecture used to secure Multicast traffic a. DIPLOMA-
It stands for Distributed policy Enforcement Architecture,
which is use to protect end user services and network
bandwidth. It provides solution to both sender and receiver
in Multicast group, it also limits the Bandwidth.it integrates
with Common multicasting routing protocols like TIM-SM
and ODMRP. It is also used to provide Network resources
in a fair Manner during attacks.

4.3.2 Secure Routing
There must be some solution even if some nodes are com-
promised. One of primary challenges in secure routing is to
provide authentication of user in network. Major responsi-
bilities of secure routing is given below.

4.3.2.1 Privacy Aware and position based Routing:
In this type of network Environment routing Process among
different Nodes is important ,that is why privacy Aware and
position based routing is used to avoid route overhead.In
this Mechanism, a mobile node within The network broad-
casts its position coordinates and as well as its Hop neigh-
bour .This information can be easily attacked so therefore
privacy attack mechanism is merged with position based
routing in order to Provide secure communication.

4.3.2.2 Key management:
Certifying Authority is one of the mechanism which Provide
Key management if it is Compromised then entire network
can be damaged.It provides solution for Mobility related
issues as well as it provides an Efficient method to lower
control overhead and also gives and idea about increasing
Reliability .

4.3.2.3 Intrusion detection system:
it is complete security solution which provides information
about malicious activity in the network and also detects and
reports about malicious activity.MANET is also designed
for route traffic mechanism when there is congestion in the
network.Faulty nodes as well as topology changes due to
its dynamic behaviour. IDS used to detect critical nodes and
then analyze its data traffic.

5 ETHERNET

Based on the existing routing protocol framework for Eth-
ernet, we explore vulnerabilities and possible attacks on
a wired network. Broadly speaking, there are two kinds
of attacks. One is the active attack, which is an attempt
to improperly modify data, gain authentication, or gain
authorization by inserting false packets into the data stream
or by modifying packets transiting within the data stream.
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Second is the passive attack, which is an attack on the
authorization system which inserts nothing into the data
stream, but instead passively monitors information being
sent between other parties. For attacks on routing, our main
concern is active attack.

Moreover, threats can be either internal or external.

5.1 Attacks on Routing protocol
5.1.1 RIP Specific Attack
In this attack, assume a router (say X) is compromised and
claims he has the shortest path to a particular address, using
RIP. X sends an update to its neighbours, none of which can
confirm the validity because in a RIP, X only propagates
the results of hop computations. After recomputation each
neighbor will propagate some new shortest path to their
neighbors. Eventually, all the traffic to that address will be
attracted to X, and is named Black Hole.

5.1.2 OSPF Specific Attack
5.1.2.1 Age Field Attack:

In the OSPF protocol, an age field is used to keep track of
how long a given LSA has been in the system. The LSA
is installed in the link state database, thus ensuring that
LSAs have a finite lifetime of one hour. The age field of an
LSA, along with the LSA’s sequence number and checksum,
are used by a router to determine which is the most recent
when multiple instances of an LSA are encountered.Maxage
is maximum age of LSA. A malicious router could take
advantage of this feature and launch a MaxAge attack by
modifying LSA age fields to be MaxAge, therefore causing
unnecessary confusion, flooding and refreshment and may
even lead to a DoS by consuming bandwidth.

5.1.2.2 Sequence Number Attack:
In the OSPF specification, the LSA sequence number is a
signed 32-bit integer. It is used to detect old and duplicate
link state advertisements, i.e. successive instances of an
LSA have successive sequence numbers. when LSA flooded,
each router can determine which is the newer instance by
examining the sequence numbers. If the maximum sequence
number is injected by an attacker for an LSA, the attackers
router then appears to be the freshest route. The result is
that the obsolete LSA will stay in the routing table until the
obsolete LSA ages out, and during this time the link state
database will remain inconsistent.

5.1.3 BGP Exploits
In the basic BGP protocol, it is possible for an intruder to
initiate a BGP connection with an authorized BGP speaker.
As a result of successfully establishing a BGP peer connec-
tion by an intruder, he can participate fully in the routing
computation. Also, any intruder, using the IP spoofing at-
tack, can fabricate a half duplex BGP session masquerading
as an authorized BGP speaker.

5.2 Security Protocols for Secure Routing
5.2.1 S-BGP
S-BGP aims to be a complete solution to secure BGP. Secure
Border Gateway Protocol (S-BGP) uses two Public Key
Infrastructures (PKIs), a new path attribute and IPSEC in

order to provide a complete security solution. The first PKI
is used to sign the ip ranges assigned to a organization.
ICANN is at the top level of this verification hierarchy with
a self signed certificate claiming ownership of the entire ip
address space. The second PKI is used for assignment of
and router associations. These PKIs are used to verify that
the autonomous systems that are announcing a network
range are the actual owner and that the router announc-
ing belongs to it.The advantage of using IPSEC is that it
can negotiate the cryptographic key automatically via IKE
(Internet Key Exchange). It also adds protection to TCP
against RST attacks. IPSEC counters this by encrypting the
TCP layer.Furthermore, to secure BGP from DoS, BGP TTL
Security Hack BTSH is included in it. It works by setting
the TTL field in the TCP packet to 255. BTSH makes sure
that the packet comes from a host directly connected to the
receiver and not through any other routers, by discarding
packets arriving at port 179 with a TTL lower than 254. This
adds protection for routers that are not located on the edge
of the network as they are at least one hop away from the
attacker.

5.2.2 OSPF 2
OSPF 2 uses a cryptographic authentication. In this method,
all the link state advertisements (LSAs) are digitally signed.
A trusted entity is used to sign all routers’ public keys.
Routers send out a special LSA containing its own public
key, signed by the trusted entity, which enables all routers
to verify that it is correct and trusted. These public keys
are inserted into a database used to check all signed LSAs.
Currently signing is done with RSA or DSA and the hash
algorithm used is either MD5 or SHA. The signing of a LSA
is always done by the advertising router, so that no other
entity can alter the LSA. But, all routers must be able to
change the LSA age and so the LS Age field is not signed.
Thus, any malicious router could set the LS Age field to
maximum age and flood the LSA to its neighbours so that
the LSA is discarded out of the system. This is prevented by
requiring a signed LSA with the LS Age field set to MaxAge
to include the LS Age field in the sign as opposed to LSAs
with a lower LS Age. However, every router have to age
out the LSA by itself which makes the global state converge
slower.

6 WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORK

Wireless sensor network is used to monitor and record
the physical conditions of the environment. Basically wsn
is used to measure the environmental conditions such as
sound, pollutions, wind speed etc. Initially it is used in
military operations

6.1 Wireless Sensor Network Security Issues
Sensor network bandwidth, Limited memory and storage,
Limited power supply and unreliability of communication
are the major security issues. The security goals for WSN
are same as that of MANET.

6.2 Routing Attacks
Most of the attacks are same as that of MANET. Some
attacks in addition to that of MANET are
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6.2.1 Sybil Attack
Solution of Sybil Attack is as follows :

6.2.1.1 Trusted certification:
In this case there is a trusted third party which can verify
the effectiveness of each participant, issues a certification for
the honest one. Such certification can be a special hardware
device or a digital number. .

6.2.1.2 Sybil Guard:
In this case the Sybil nodes are connect to the original nodes
via attack edges. Attack edges are hard for Sybil nodes to
generate and hence they are less in number. It leads to
Sybil nodes and honest node are isolated and connected
together by a few attack edges. From a trusted node, there
are a number of random paths with fixed length known as
verifiers. The Sybil guard checks a suspected node by send-
ing random paths from the suspected node. If the random
path intersects with verifier then the suspected node is said
to be verified once. After the node is verified a particular
number of times, the suspected node is said to be trusted
node otherwise it is said to be a Sybil node.

6.2.2 Blackhole Attack
It is same as that of Manet, but the solution differs in the
way as follows :

6.2.2.1 REWARD technique:
REWARD is a routing technique in a wireless sensor net-
work This routing algorithm consists of two types of broad-
cast messages, MISS (material for intersection of suspicious
sets) and SAMBA (suspicious area, mark a black-hole at-
tack). The destination node broadcasts a MISS message
when it doesnt receive a packet within a specified time. The
destination copies the list of all the involved nodes to the
MISS message. The nodes listed in the MISS message are
counted as suspicious nodes. The SAMBA message provides
the location of the black-hole attack. If a malicious node
does not forward packets, the previous node in the path
will broadcast a SAMBA message.

6.2.2.2 Path based Detection Algorithm:
In path based approach, a node watches only the next hop
neighbor in the current route path rather than observing
every node in the neighbor To implement the algorithm,
every node maintains a FwdPktBuffer (packet digest buffer).
When a packet is forwarded, its digest it added to the FwdP-
ktBuffer and the detecting node overhears the transmission.
Once it is overheard that the next hop forwarded the packet,
the digest is released from the FwdPktBuffer. The detecting
node calculates the overhear rate of its next hop neighbour
and compares it with the threshold. If the forwarding rate is
lower than the threshold value, the detecting node considers
the next hop neighbor as a black hole and avoids sending
packets via the suspect node in future.

6.2.2.3 Reliability Analysis mechanism:
This method combines AODV protocol with reliability anal-
ysis. It consists of a DRI table which keeps track of the no.
of packets sent and received. Based on this information, it
calculates the reliability ratio of the route that consists of the
neighbours of node.

6.2.3 Hello Flood Attack
Most protocols require nodes to broadcast HELLO PACK-
ETS to show their presence to their neighbours and the

receiving nodes may assume that it is within the RF range
of the sender. This assumption may prove to be false when
a laptop-class attacker transmit routing information with an
abnormally high transmission power to prove every other
node in the network that the malicious node is its neighbour.
Such an attack in the network is called a hello flood attack.

Solution :
6.2.3.1 Identity Verification Protocol:

One of the defence against hello flood attack involves every
node to authenticate each of its neighbours with an identity
verification protocol using a trusted base stations. In this
case hello flood attack is prevented only when the malicious
node has a powerful transmitter because the protocol checks
the bidirectionality of the link. This bidirectionality check
does not prevent any compromised node from authenti-
cating itself to a large number of nodes in the network.
Since such a malicious node is required to authenticate
itself to each and every victim before launching an attack,
a malicious node claiming to be a neighbour of abnormally
large number of nodes is said to be alarming.

6.2.3.2 AODV-HFDP:
Another method to prevent hello flood attack is a signal
strength and time and threshold based AODV-HFDP(Ad-
hoc On demand Distance Routing with Hello flood Detec-
tion cum Prevention).In this approach it is assumed that
all nodes have same signal strength within the same radio
range. Each node verifies the signal strength of the received
hello packet with its own. If it is found to be the same then
the node is declared as a friend else a stranger.

7 CONCLUSION

On account of major security concern in WSN, MANET and
Ethernet, it is evident to know that different protocols exist
such as S-BGP, OSPF2 etc for Ethernet, secure multicast , Pri-
vacy Aware and Position based routing, Key Management
and authentication for MANET and Reward Technique and
Path-based Detection System exist to prevent all of these
from different routing attacks. Furthermore, a lot of new
attacks are found daily and we need further research to
prevent these attacks and provide security to users.
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